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Abstract: Mass movements are one of the hydrometeorological phenomena with the most negative
impacts on the study area, and their evaluation through the calculation of susceptibility provides
a tool of vital importance within territorial planning and disaster risk management on natural and
anthropic environments. Their evaluation took algorithms designed within stochastic and statistical
methods, such as the artificial neural network, the bivariate statistical method, and the logistic
regression method, which integrate inherent variables (geoenvironmental characterization) against
events or dependent variables. This correlation simulates regions with a probability of occurrence
of mass movement under training or weight assignment. Its construction for this study took, as a
basis, 50% of the events (test) and 50% of the events (validation) randomly and with equivalent area
distribution against the inherent variables. As a result, it was observed that the bivariate method
presented a good performance in spatial prediction. This model presents values of AUC = 82.2% (test)
and AUC = 76.9% (validation), grouping a total of 591 events of the 856 events in the high category
(69%). In turn, from a second evaluation carried out by this method to each hydrographic basin,
a condition was established in the area (50 km2) for coherent results at a level of analysis 1:25,000,
based on the idea that the variables do not present changes greater than 20% in their attributes, added
to a knowledge of the area evaluated.

Keywords: susceptibility; mass movements; geoenvironmental characterization; basins; stochastic;
statistical

1. Introduction

The analysis of mass movements (MM), among other hydrometeorological phenomena
in recent decades, has been undergoing a great boom due to its impact on anthropogenic
elements especially. Although these natural phenomena are not recent and are closely linked
to Earth dynamics, in recent decades, their studies have increased due to the frequency
that has been occurring and its consequences. A study conducted by the World Health
Organization between 1998 and 2017 determined that mass movements affected 4.8 million
people, as well as a total of 18,000 human losses [1,2]. Relative to other natural hazards,
mass movements account for 4.9% of all natural disasters and 1.3% of all deaths from
natural disasters between 1990 and 2015 in the world [3]. These conditions are largely
presented by unplanned territorial development and incorrect land use. In turn, this
problem is due to an implicit complexity in the understanding and representation of the
geoenvironmental and sociocultural conditions that determine the degree of stability of the
terrain in the occurrence of a mass movement (Colombian Geological Service—SGC, [4]).

Within the context of the study area, mass movements have generated great economic
losses in infrastructure since they have partially or totally affected roads, bridges, and
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homes, as well as caused human losses. According to the database of the Disaster Infor-
mation Management System—DesInventar, [5], these damages and losses have occurred
especially between the years of 1939, 1972, 1979, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2015, and 2020, with
rainfall being the most important reported triggering factor for the generation of mass
movements, especially in the years of 2010, 2011, and 2020. In turn, according to a report
made by the Institute of Geoscientific Research and Information (Ingeominas) in 2002, the
region where the study area is located ranks fourth nationally with the largest number of
records of mass movements [6], information which is complemented by a study carried out
by the SGC at a scale of 1:100,000, where it is observed that the study area presents a high
hazard to mass movements [7].

To understand this problem a little more thoroughly, it is necessary to study the
conditions where mass movements occur that are considered as a displacement of a mass
of rock, debris, or land downhill [8]. These conditions or inherent elements of the terrain
are part of a geoenvironmental characterization that determines the influence or not of
unstable areas. Within this geoenvironmental characterization, variables such as geology,
geomorphology, land cover, and land uses are considered, which are relevant factors in
the generation of mass movements [9–11]. For the correlation of these inherent variables
with the areas that have historically generated a degree of instability (mass movements)
mathematical methods are used where algorithms or simulations are used to estimate
this degree of instability or susceptibility to mass movements, where its result is a non-
temporal spatial vector element that considers the classification, volume (or area), and
spatial distribution of mass movements [12–14]. These methods are grouped according
to their scale, availability, quality, data accuracy, susceptibility resolution, and the results
required in heuristic, stochastic, statistical, and deterministic methods [15,16]. According
to the above, for a geoenvironmental characterization and its subsequent susceptibility
model per MM at an intermediate level of detail (scale 1:25,000 or 1:10,000), stochastic
and statistical methods are taken into consideration for the creation of the model [17].
The stochastic and statistical methods are proposed for the present study due to their
performance in the spatial prediction of MMs and have been frequently studied in the
construction of viable predictive models.

For the study area, mass movements in recent years have generated great effects on
roads, bridges, and towns, especially in the winter season of 2010–2011 and 2019–2020.
The occurrence of these events has manifested itself largely towards the northeast of the
city of Bucaramanga and towards the southeast of the city of Piedecuesta. Where these
regions have generated movements such as landslides and flows that have significantly
affected the social and economic aspects of the region, even compromising the physical
integrity of its inhabitants [18]. Part of this problem is due to a process of transformation
of the land cover and land use in regions of urban expansion that are not suitable for the
development of infrastructure projects of various types, mainly commercial and residential.
Therefore, the evaluation of the territory from the present methods that integrate inputs
available for free acquisition, such as the digital elevation model (DEM), base topography,
and satellite images, which, in turn, serve as a basis in the construction of the variables for
the generation of the susceptibility model, contributing to the knowledge to reduce and
mitigate the impact of possible natural disasters in the near and/or distant future.

With this approach, an evaluation of the conditions of instability categorized by the
calculation of susceptibility by mass movements would improve the spatial understanding
of surface dynamics, giving clarity as a prediction of possible unstable environments. This
is the main idea in the realization of the present study, which is based on the identification
of these susceptible regions as a point of help to the control and monitoring of conservation
practices and the good use of land cover to avoid an increase in unstable regions, added
to an interest within urban planning. At the same time, it seeks to provide new data on
how to build susceptibility models based on the correlation between variables within a
regional framework at a scale of 1:25,000, this being an integral advance within regional and
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national policies in the knowledge of disaster risk management that are contrasted with the
objectives set within the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, 2015–2030 [19].

2. Regional Setting

The study area is located north of the capital of Colombia (Bogotá), between the
cities of Bucaramanga, Floridablanca, Piedecuesta, and Tona (Santander). This region has a
topography between 682 m and 3920 m altitude, with average altitudinal of 2301 m (relative
relief of 3238 m) and an ascending surface of 124 m per kilometer, with a very rugged
topography. The study area has an area of 404 km2 and is subdivided into the following
4 hydrographic basins: Tona River (196.5 km2), Rio Frio (45.7 km2), Rio del Hato (31.1 km2),
and Río de Oro (77.7 km2), added to regions without definition of hydrographic basin
(52.8 km2) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Location map of the study area.

The region has a slope between 0◦ and 80◦, with an average of 25.71◦ and dominance
between the range of 23◦ and 32◦, with surfaces that are mostly oriented towards the west–
northwest (247.5◦–337.5◦). The drainage pattern is defined mainly subparallel, parallel
to subdendritic (Figure 2). The region has a varied climate, from warm arid to humid
cold, passing through humid temperate and humid high paramo (Institute of Hydrology,
Meteorology and Environmental Studies—IDEAM, [20]). Where precipitation values
ranging from 66 to 140 mm with temperatures between 23 ◦C and 29 ◦C are estimated for
the city of Bucaramanga, which is at an altitude of 950 m, and precipitation values between
14 and 100 mm with temperature between 8 ◦C and 14 ◦C for the city of Tona, which is at
an altitude of 1950 m [20].

In the geological context, the region presents old rocks of the Precambrian supereon
that make up the basement, which is composed of schists, gneiss, and migmatites (PC).
Later, in the pre-Devonian period, there were the following two units: PD1 and PD2.
(Figure 3). The PD1 unit is in unconformity with the PC unit. This unit is made up of
phyllites, schists, and quartzites in smaller quantities of metavolcanic-type rocks [21]. The
PD2 unit presents quartz-monzonitic gneiss, granodioritic and tonalitic gneiss, diorite.
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For the Permian period (P), sedimentary rocks are formed in the conglomerate type with
limestone pebbles. In the Triassic period, there were igneous rocks of hornblendic biotitic
tonalite composition (TR1) and sedimentary rocks, such as sandstone and shale (TR2) [21].
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In the Triassic—Jurassic period (JTR), igneous rocks were created with biotitic quartz-
monzonitic composition, quartz-monzonite, and granite. For the Jurassic (JR), granitic
rocks were formed, biotitic type alaskite and sedimentary rocks of conglomeratic sandstone,
conglomerate, and siltstone type (J) developed [21]. For the Cretaceous period, three units
are described (K1, K2, and K3). Unit K1 consists of sedimentary rocks with a composition
of quartz sandstone, siltstone, and conglomerate sandstone. The K2 unit consists of fine-
grained limestone, shale, and sandstone, and the K3 unit presents thin-bedded black
shales [21]. Finally, for the Quaternary period, glacial, hydrogravitational, and alluvial
deposits developed. The glacial deposits of tillitas (Qg), the hydrogravitational deposits of
colluvial, hillside, and collapse type (Qc), and, finally, the deposits of alluvial type (Qal) [21].
In the structural context, the study area presents a control generated mainly by the stroke of
the Bucaramanga Fault, which is a regional type of structure with a combined component
in the course (sinestral) and in the dip (reverse) with an NNW–SSE direction [22,23]. There
is also the Tona Fault, which is an inferred structure with a S–SSW direction that extends
through the metamorphic rocks of the pre-Devonian, and the faults, Picacho and Sevilla
that are inferred structures, parallel to each other and with a S–SSW direction that extend
over the rocks of the pre-Devonian, Jurassic, and Cretaceous [21]. The Picacho Fault ends
against the Tona Fault, while the Seville Fault extends to the Bucaramanga Fault. From
a geomorphological point of view, the region is characterized by an abrupt relief, with
straight and steep slopes, rounded and sharp blades, deep and rectilinear drains, a good
development of the drainage network, and deep valleys in the form of “V”, typical of
a relief with a strong structural control [24]. The region has very large areas where the
interaction of processes, such as sedimentation in low areas and active erosion in mountain
fronts, occurs [24].
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3. Methodology and Materials

For the construction of the susceptibility map by mass movements for each proposed
method, the respective cartographs will be elaborated at a working scale of 1:25,000 with
a minimum cartographic area of 10,000 m2. To this end, a methodological scheme was
proposed that easily describes the acquisition of a result that provides answers effectively
and efficiently within a spatial distribution that is prone to generate unstable areas (Figure 4).
Since understanding the dynamic behavior of these areas from the geoenvironmental
characterization (variables), provides the opportunity to have a vital resource within the
planning of the territory and risk management plans minimizing the impacts generated by
the activation of areas with medium to high susceptibility. The inputs for the construction of
the respective variables such as geology, morphology, morphometry, and morphodynamics
for the calculation of susceptibility will be acquired from data from free databases at the
national level. The base cartography will be obtained from the Agustín Codazzi Geographic
Institute (IGAC) at a scale of 1:25,000 [25], in turn, the digital elevation model (DEM) will
be implemented with a resolution of 12.5 m [26], which will be obtained from the portal
ASF—ALOS PALSAR. The geological map will be acquired from the Colombian Geological
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Service—SGC, [27]. The land cover and layers of the forest–non-forest change relationship
(temporary, evaluated years 1990 and 2019) will be obtained from IDEAM [28,29]. These
inputs provide within each model a good resolution for the proposed interpretation scale.
The construction of the layers and the calculations will be developed under the platform of
the ArcGIS V10.8 program. This variable is constructed from a photointerpretation process
that integrates satellite images (Google Earth®, Google, Mountain View, CA, USA), DEM,
and base cartography.
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3.1. Construction of Inherent and Dependent Variables

Following the scheme of Figure 4, for the geology attribute and its superficial geological
unit (UGS) variable, is taken the description made by Hermelín, cited in SGC, [4], where
the geological materials that emerge on the surface are a set (homogeneous) that come from
the same origin and retain in general the same physical characteristics and geomechanical
behavior of the parent rock, up to a few tens of meters below the surface of the ground.
The UGS is classified according to its origin in rocks and soils. The rock is described
by its degree of resistance according to its incidence to structural elements that control
the mechanics of the rock massif and are classified as low, medium, high, and very high
resistance [30,31]. Soils are defined as loose or soft deposits of natural origin formed on the
earth’s surface by physical, chemical, and biological processes that act to produce a material
rich in organic matter with characteristic horizons (layers) at shallow depths [30]. These
soils are classified into the following: soils derived from rocks in situ by weathering process
and transported soils that have been generated by deposits with different genesis [32].

For the geomorphological attribute, three variables will be constructed (morpho-
genetic, morphometric, and morphodynamic). The morphogenetic variable is elaborated
from a photointerpretation process that integrates satellite images (Google Earth®), DEM,
and base cartography at a resolution level of geomorphological subunit (SGMF) [33–35].
Its creation is based on establishing the causes and processes that modeled the relief from
the endogenous and exogenous factors of the terrestrial dynamics, added to the degra-
dation and gradation of the terrain product of the processes of weathering, erosion, and
transport over time [36,37]. The correlation of these elements in the SGMF determines the
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morphogenetic environments that, in turn, for the present study are focused on estimating
the degree of contribution in the generation of mass movements. For the morphometric
variable, a processing will be carried out, which is based on a calculation that integrates the
topographic base and the DEM, from this, different classes of variables will be obtained that
will henceforth be described as parameters, which enter the calculation of the susceptibility
model [38]. The parameters of the morphometric variable are selected for their degree
of influence on slope instability processes [39,40]. From this, for the study area only the
slope and rugosity will be considered due to their influence on the generation of mass
movements, in addition to the fact that these parameters provide important information
about topographic contrasts.

The slope parameter evaluates the relationship between the degree of inclination of
the slopes and the type of rock or soil [41]. This relationship is given by the angle of
friction, permeability, and cohesion between particles [42,43]. In turn, within the analysis
of susceptibility by mass movements, the slope can be a determining variable to identify
potential breaks or areas of instability since it is a geometric factor directly related to the
tangential and normal shear stresses of the soil [44]. The rugosity parameter determines
the variation of a surface described by the vectors calculated in a three-dimensional space
(spherical distribution variable), where the slope and orientation of the terrain are taken
as a basis [45]. This variable defines well the forms of the terrain, such as the limits of the
slopes and hillside both in the valleys and in the crests; in turn, the areas of high rugosity
are more prone to generate mass movements [45].

For the morphodynamic variable that is also described as the dependent variable
corresponds to the inventory of mass movements present in the study area. This variable is
a function of the geoenvironmental characteristics described above and is one of the most
important elements in the calculation of susceptibility by mass movements since it gives an
idea about the failure mechanisms, causative factors, frequency of occurrence, volume, and
damage caused [46]. The construction of this variable is based on a photointerpretation pro-
cess carried out on images arranged on the Google Earth® platform and that the study area
has an optimal resolution to determine the characteristics of type, geometry, distribution,
and material of the mass movements [47,48]. The definition and characterization of mass
movements will be carried out as initially described by Varnes [49], and which is extended
by PMA-GCA [50] and Hungr et al. [51]; in turn, the aspects described by Skempton &
Hutchinson [52] for landslide and flow type mass movements, which can be classified as
superficial and deep, are taken into account.

For the land cover attribute, the variables of current land cover and forest change—non-
forest (temporary) will be generated. The current coverage variable is taken from IDEAM [29]
for the year 2018 and its construction is based on the CORINE land cover methodology [53],
where inputs that present a higher temporal and spatial frequency, generated with medium-
and high-resolution images (Sentinel 1–2 and Planet Scope) are taken into account. This
methodology describes the type of vegetation present at different levels depending on
the scale of interpretation of the terrain, being level 3 and lower, which will be taken as a
reference for this study [4]. The current land cover is an important variable in the study
of susceptibility to mass movements since, depending on the type of cover, it offers better
soil protection and contributes to the dissipation of rainfall energy [54]. In turn, it helps the
terrain in the protection of erosion processes that can subsequently affect the generation
of mass movements, especially on those surfaces that present an unfavorable slope in the
stabilization of the hillside [55,56].

The temporal variable will be constructed from the layers of forest–not forest, which
is an input generated by the IDEAM, and from which the years 1990 and 2019 will be
taken [28]. This input was built through the aspects discussed in the Warsaw framework
for reducing emissions due to deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+) (United
Nations—UN, [57]), in addition to the aspects contained in the study carried out by Csiszat,
et al., [58] on the changes generated in the forest surfaces through satellite monitoring,
which is based on the medium- and high-resolution images Sentinel 1–2 and Planet Scope.
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The change in the cover evaluated in the present study by the relationship forest–not forest,
can be given as a similarity of the relationship of change in cover of secondary forests to
pastures and/or cropland, being this type of relationship a factor of increase in areas prone
to mass movements [59,60]. These changes generate effects on the stability of the slopes
due to a variation in the hydrological and mechanical dynamics of the environment. Within
the mechanical factors are described the reinforcement of the soil due to the adhesion
of the roots, the erosion control, and the resistance of the soil soil-roots system [61,62].
The hydrological effects are related to the occurrence of mass movements due to the low
interception of rainfall by land cover, the loss of soil moisture by evapotranspiration, and
the effects on hydraulic conductivity [55,61].

3.2. Methods for Calculating Susceptibility by Mass Movements

From the geoenvironmental characterization of the inherent and conditioning ele-
ments, the calculation of susceptibility by mass movements for landslide and flow events
will be generated. This calculation is made by means of two methods (stochastic and
statistical), which are in accordance with the scale of study and the degree of detail re-
quired according by Soeters [16], Guzzetti [63], Cascini [17] and Corominas et al. [46]. The
stochastic method is based on variables taken as random data, which are related to each
other with probabilistic functions [64,65]. Within the existing stochastic methods for the
calculation of susceptibility, the artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm is taken due to
its versatility in the generation of this type of models [66–68]. Under the ANN algorithm,
the backpropagation (BP) function is taken, which presents a better performance in the
solution of this type of problems [69–71].

For statistical methods, its basis is to establish combinations between the conditioning
elements and the mass movements generated in the past in a statistical way, in the same
way, it creates a quantitative predictive model on the areas that do not present mass
movements, but that have similar conditions [16]. Within the statistical methods, there is
bivariate and multivariate statistical analysis. Bivariate statistical analysis is based on the
Bayesian theorem, which indicates the probability that event A occurred because event
B occurred [72,73]. With this relationship, a combination of the densities of occurrence
of these mass movements and the maps of each of the conditioning factors associated
with the movements is sought, based on a spatial relationship, distribution of the areas
affected by mass movements and distribution of the conditioning factors that cause the
movements [4,74,75].

Multivariate statistical analysis studies and examines the set of statistical techniques
that analyze the simultaneous effect of multiple variables. Multivariate statistical methods
are used to analyze the aggregate behavior of more than one random variable [76]. Within
the multivariate statistical methods, there are two that have been widely used, discrim-
inant analysis (AD) and logistic regression (LR) [77]. For the present study, the logistic
regression algorithm is taken due to its versatility in the simulation of input data that
can be quantitative (continuous or discrete), qualitative, or a combination of both [78,79].
This algorithm has shown good results in the generation of susceptibility maps by mass
movements [78,80–82]. In addition, this algorithm establishes relationships to find the
model that best fits the relationship between the presence or absence of mass movements
and the variables that condition it, thus evaluating the susceptibility of the area in terms of
probability of occurrence to a hillside movement [83]. For the calculation, the studies and
guidelines proposed by Gómez et al. [82], Aguayo [84] and Aguayo & Lora [85].

3.3. Validation of the Susceptibility Model

The validation of the models will be carried out from the construction of the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which is the graphical representation of the sensitivity
to specificity for a binary classifier system as the discrimination threshold is varied, and
from this its area under the curve (AUC) is estimated as a statistical measure of the success
and prediction rates of each model [86,87]. The results obtained by each of the methods
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(stochastic and statistical) will be expressed in three categories (high, medium, and low)
according to their degree of incidence present by the correlation of the variables and the
unstable points in a non-temporal spatial condition. For the correlation of the data, a
partition is made in percentiles of 100 categories, each category of the 1% is crossed with
each other to estimate its degree of relationship in percentage [86]. From this correlation,
two results are obtained in percentage, one that measures the goodness of fit of the model
and the other its degree of prediction. The latter is measured by the crossing between the
frequency of values of the calculation against the frequency of values of 50% of MMs that
were selected for validation and that are not part of the initial calculation of the model. The
purpose of this analysis is to observe if each model predicts coherently about the areas that
did not enter the calculation (MM) and their degree of confidence, which must present an
acceptable percentage of adjustment greater than 70% in both cases (test and validation) [4].
With the behavior obtained from the statistical correlation performed, a selection of the
percentiles is made to establish the three categories of susceptibility following the criteria
raised by van Westen, [74] where the percentile that groups > 75% of mass movements
for high susceptibility, 25% of MMs for medium susceptibility, and <2% of MMs for low
susceptibility is determined, this grouping being carried out in each method proposed.

4. Results
4.1. Description of Geoenvironmental Elements

For this stage of processing the susceptibility model, a correct correlation and cor-
respondence in scale and resolution must be obtained. According to Casini, [17] the
evaluation of susceptibility within a scheme of urban planning and zoning of regions
may lead to a problem with anthropogenic factors that must be subject to large-scale carto-
graphic elements. As well, it is relevant to establish a parameter of a minimum cartographic
area that ensures a geometric construction relevant to the work scale, this is in order to
ensure that the cartographic content of each variable preserves the criteria with which
they were generated [88]. To this end, a minimum cartographic area was defined for the
1:25,000 scale of 10,000 m2 that is applied to each attribute generated for the variables
of geology, morphogenesis, morphodynamics, and land cover. For the UGS variable, a
cartographic adjustment was made through a process of photointerpretation of the input
obtained from the UGS. As a result, for the study area, a total of 35 UGS were characterized
with the parameters described above. These units were classified into rocks with very high
strength presenting a total area of 103.5 km2 (25.7%), high strength with 151.8 km2 (37.7%),
medium strength with 107.1 km2 (26.6%), low resistance with 9.6 km2 (2.4%), residual soil
with area of 15.4 km2 (3.8%), and transported soil with an area of 15.4 km2 (3.8%). For
the SGMF variable, a total of 38 SGMF was obtained through photointerpretation. These
units were classified as follows: denudational ambience with a total area of 332.1 km2

(82.3%), structural, 60.9 km2 (15.1%), glacial, 6.8 km2 (1.7%), fluvial, 3.4 km2 (0.8%), and
anthropogenic, 0.6 km2 (0.1%).

For the slope, the ranges in which mass movements are more affected were classi-
fied [89]. From this, a statistical analysis was generated where the standard deviation of
the data is taken as a reference to obtain the classification of the ranges of the slopes. The
present statistical classification divided the slope into 8 classes, each one, with a range of
10◦ (Table 1). Although it is observed that the slope for the study area has a wide range
(min.: 0◦ and max.: 74.8◦), when evaluated with mass movements, the largest amount of
area in which the unstable zones occur is between 30◦ and 40◦ (39.05% of the MM area).
These areas are described as being steep to very steep slopes where there are entrenched
processes of the denudational type, with a high possibility of the development of erosive
processes where chaotic granular deposits of little thickness can be generated [90].
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Table 1. Classification of slopes and areas without and affected by mass movements.

Ranking Classification

Count Area km2 Min Max Range Mean Std

10,982 1.715 0◦ 74.897◦ 74.897◦ 31.42936◦ 9.7631

Slope

Range
Without MM With MM

Count Area km2 % Count Area km2 %

0–10◦ 167,861 26.23 6.52 201 0.03 1.83
10–20◦ 595,628 93.07 23.12 1072 0.17 9.76
20–30◦ 937,852 146.54 36.40 3457 0.54 31.48
30–40◦ 662,061 103.45 25.70 4289 0.67 39.05
40–50◦ 183,423 28.66 7.12 1632 0.26 14.86
50–60◦ 25,379 3.97 0.99 291 0.05 2.65
60–70◦ 3865 0.60 0.15 39 0.01 0.36
>70◦ 236 0.04 0.01 1 0.00 0.01

For the rugosity in the study area, it is described that surfaces with a high rugosity
present the greatest amount of mass movements (40% of the MM area), followed by
surfaces with a medium rugosity (38% of the MM area), a condition consistent with what
was described above. For the morphodynamic variable (MM inventory) of the study area,
a total of 856 MMs were mapped, with a total area of 1.72 km2 representing 0.4% of the
total area of the region (max. area: 49,903.4 m2; min. area: 33.5 m2 affected by an event),
with a frequency of 2 movements per km2 (Figure 5). These movements are described as,
traslational debris landslide with 379 events (1.09 km2, 63.3%), traslational earth landslide
with 205 events (0.17 km2, 10.1%), debris flow with 113 events (0.24 km2, 14.1%), and
earth flow with 159 events (0.21 km2, 12.5%). It is also described that 364 events (0.39 km2,
22.6%) are of surface type and 492 events (1.33 km2, 77.4%) are of deep type (>2 m thick).
Performing an analysis of the basins, it is observed that the Tona River basin presents the
largest number of events (323 MM, 0.51 km2), followed by the Rio Frio basin with 150 MMs
(0.26 km2), Río de Oro basin with 95 MMs (0.15 km2), and Río del Hato basin with 78 MMs
(0.07 km2); furthermore, the zones that do not have a representation of a hydrographic
basin (W/B) present a total of 210 MMs (0.73 km2), being the zones that present the greatest
extension of mass movements over the entire study area. With the present inventory, a
selection of MMs is made for the calculation of susceptibility (test) and its subsequent
validation. This condition is established in order not to generate trends or biases within the
results obtained and are applied for each method. To this end, 50% MMs are selected for
test and 50% for validation following the following premises:

1. Selection of MM randomly;
2. Randomly selected MMs should have equivalent areas in both test and validation;
3. The MMs must be spatially distributed;
4. Within 50% of each selection, you must have 25% of each type of MM described

(4 types of MM).

On the other hand, for these MMs, there is a correlation between them with respect
to the detonating source since, from the geometric construction and its characterization,
a clear pattern associated with the rainfalls is distinguished, where 693 MMs (81%) of
these detonating sources could be established. The other 163 MMs (19%) are reported in
databases, but do not have a specific description or the condition of the triggering factor
associated with the event. From this condition and added to the characteristic of the speeds
of displacement of the different types of movements described by Cruden and Varnes [91],
the mass movements such as landslides and flows are grouped for the calculation of the
susceptibility of each model.
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For the variable of land cover that was acquired from IDEAM for the year 2018, it is
taken as a direct variable for the calculation of susceptibility due to the way it was built.
The following three aspects were considered for its use: 1. The coverage described for the
year 2018 has not undergone considerable changes due to anthropogenic factors in the
last decade. 2. The input is sufficiently detailed for the susceptibility calculation. 3. The
extension of each of the generated coverages does not simplify the susceptibility function
for mass movements. With these aspects, we have a layer with 26 covers where the coverage
in high secondary vegetation presents the largest extension affected by mass movements
(0.38 km2, 22.06%), followed by the mosaic coverage of crops, pastures, and natural spaces
with an extension 0.27 km2 (15.54%) and the high-density forest of the mainland with an
extension of 0.25 km2 (14.6%).

The temporal variable describes the behavior of change generated between the years
1990 and 2019 (29 years) for areas where tree cover predominates with a minimum canopy
density of 30% and a minimum canopy height in situ of 5 m, with a minimum area of
0.01 km2 (forest layer). The areas with coverage other than natural forest are called non-
forest areas (non-forest layer) [92]. With the forest–non-forest layers for each year, a cross is
made between them, and by means of a relationship in a combination matrix, the classes
of persistence, gain, and request of the cover are determined. This relationship allows
us to identify the influence of the time variable as a function of mass movements for a
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period of 29 years. From this relationship it is observed that the greatest amount of mass
movements are found in areas that present a persistence of the type of cover (forest and/or
non-forest) with an area of 1.34 km2 (78%), followed by areas with a loss of cover (forest to
non-forest) with an area of 0.35 km2 (20.3%) and, finally, areas that present a gain in the
type of cover (not forest to forest) with an area of 0.03 km2 (1.7%). From this analysis, it
would be expected that the areas with a loss of cover would have the greatest amount of
mass movements, but this condition generated over areas of persistence may be associated
with intrinsic factors of the terrain other than the type of coverage. These factors can be
related to the inclination of the land, the type of rock present, the supersaturation of the
ground by infiltration, or the structural control that can exert a fragile behavior, giving rise
to a degradation of the rock massif by the geomechanical aspects of the rocks. Another
important aspect to consider is the variation of forest–non-forest in a period of 29 years,
where there is a loss of approximately 60.4 km2 (2.08 km2/year). With this rate of change
and without variations, an extrapolation is made based on the year 1990 to which it is
projected with a loss of 50%. This scenario would be generated by the year 2052 and with a
loss of 100% by the year 2112. Based on this analysis, the conditions of instability of the
terrain can be extrapolated to the future since the regions described as lost present 20.3% of
the area in mass movements, a condition that can increase in a critical way.

4.2. Calculation of Susceptibility

From the geoenvironmental characterization carried out, the calculation of susceptibil-
ity by mass movements is generated considering the conditions described in Section 3 and
following the methodological scheme proposed (Figure 4). The first susceptibility model
was performed by means of the stochastic method under the algorithm of ANN in function
BP. For the analysis of the ANN model, a total of 20 architectures were built, where, for each
of these architectures, the parameters of the modeling percentage, test percentage, valida-
tion percentage, number of neurons, and the type of training algorithm were modified. This
is in order to estimate by way of training and its performance in the degree of prediction is
measured by the result of the quadratic regression, performance curve, training status, and
confusion matrix, thus defining the best architecture in the susceptibility model. As part of
the processing to obtain a better performance, the variables were normalized to guarantee a
correct correlation between them and the points where mass movements are presented [71].
Of the 20 architectures, the 6-50-1 architecture (6 variables, 50 neurons, and 1 output) was
taken, which has a configuration of 75% data for training, 15% data for validation, and
10% data for testing, in a Levenberg–Marquardt learning algorithm. An important aspect
to mention is that, in all simulations, in their training, a standard arrangement was left in
the number of iterations (1000), a goal equal to zero (0), and a maximum of failures of 25, in
turn, the values taken for training, validation, and testing were distributed internally by
the program in 50% of the data of the variables and MMs. These percentages are part of the
training form of the algorithm, thus generating a second selection of data, which guarantees
a greater degree of confidence when reviewing the goodness of fit of the model [71]. This
selection of percentages can be generated manually (expert criteria) or by the predefined
configuration of the program. For the present study, it was decided to leave the values
predefined by the program since the data entered in the simulation only represent 50%,
and making a decrease in the data in the training does not guarantee an ideal model. The
6-50-1 architecture was taken due to its performance in each of the results, which present
quadratic regression values equal to 0.94265 and an overall accuracy of 94.2% within the
simulation, added to its performance in training and performance, conditions that in the
other architectures describe considerable variations (Figure 6).

The result of the simulation of the 6-50-1 architecture under the ANN algorithm is
processed by GIS for conversion of a numerical factor (ASCII) to a vector characterization
and later for classification by categories. This classification is performed by means of the
statistical construction by percentiles described above. From this result, it is obtained that
the high category of susceptibility presents an area of 139.41 km2 (34.52%) of the total study
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area, and on this area, 501 MMs were grouped, which generate an affected area of 1 km2

(58.57%). The medium category of susceptibility has an area of 179.06 km2 (44.34%), groups
a total of 309 MMs with an area of 0.63 km2 (36.14%). Finally, the low category has an
area of 85.32 km2 (21.14%) and groups a total of 46 MMs, and an affected area of 0.09 km2

(5.29%) (Figure 7). The final susceptibility model represented by the three categories was
validated by the ROC curve with a 0.695, describing an optimal goodness of fit.
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For the present model, a close relationship is observed between the variables that
entered the simulation and the regions that were categorized into the three susceptibility
classes. Although, in a specific way, the variables of the slope and rugosity show a better
correlation with the areas that present instability and variables such as coverage and
temporal present a moderate to high agreement. On the other hand, the ROC (0.695) is
below the standards (0.7 or 70%), but the vector characterization and the number of MMs
(50% test) that are presented in the high category give an acceptable goodness of fit, a
condition that will be evaluated later with the validation of all models with the other 50% of
MMs. With the present result, a description was made regarding hydrographic basins in
order to determine the percentage of affectation in each basin. To this end, it is observed
that, by limiting the model to the basin, regions such as the Rio Frio basin describe a better
relationship between the category and the number of MMs (evaluation in high category),
on the contrary, the Tona River basin presents a low prediction in the category of high
susceptibility and its relationship with the MMs is moderate (Table 2). The reason for these
changes in the form of prediction will be described in more detail at the end of the three
methods of susceptibility assessment to have a more complete picture.

Table 2. Correlation of the susceptibility model by the ANN method against the MM inventory for
each basin. Evaluation performed by number of pixels.

Basin
Susceptibility by MM Quantity of MM per Category

Low % Medium % High % Low % Medium % High %

Tona 383,500 30.5 547,711 43.5 326,806 26.0 217 6.7 1303 40.1 1726 53.2
Río Frio 9070 3.1 114,284 39.1 169,138 57.8 34 2.0 697 42.0 930 56.0

Rio del Hato 19,812 10.0 108,577 54.6 70,581 35.5 42 10.2 186 45.0 185 44.8
Rio de Oro 77,552 15.6 210,294 42.3 209,127 42.1 37 4.2 359 40.6 489 55.3

W/B 56,146 16.6 165,165 48.9 116,590 34.5 251 5.2 1425 29.8 3105 64.9

W/B: Region that does not have a basin expression.
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Figure 7. Susceptibility map by mass movements generated by the artificial neural network algorithm
with a 6-50-1 architecture and classified into three categories (high, medium, and low).

For the susceptibility model generated by means of the statistical method, the calcula-
tion of the bivariate statistical analysis is performed first. Due to the form of construction of
the present model, it is not possible to establish a relationship in which a variable presents
more or less influence on the final result, as described for the ANN, since the bivariate
statistical analysis works according to the areas, a weight is established in each attribute
within the variable. But you can make a description of the attribute that can give a greater
or lesser weight in the variable. As a result, for the present model, it is observed that the
high category of susceptibility has an area of 105.65 km2 (26.25%) of the study area, and
on this were grouped 591 MMs with an affected area of 1.19 km2 (69.21%) of the total area
of MMs. The medium category of susceptibility presents an area of 164.65 km2 (40.91%),
groups a total of 225 MMs, with an area of 0.45 km2 (26.23%). Finally, the low category of
susceptibility has an area of 132.16 km2 (32.83%), groups a total of 40 MMs with an affected
area of 0.08 km2 (4.55%) (Figure 8).
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Within the evaluation of the weights of evidence, it is observed that, the slope variable
in the range of 50◦–70◦ contributes to the occurrence of MMs, and the slope between 0◦

and 20◦ does not contribute to the occurrence of MMs. An important aspect to highlight
in this evaluation is the range of the slope between 50◦ and 70◦ since, as mentioned, the
present method works on the relationship of the areas and the MMs. Observing this range
of the slope, we have a region that presents very little extension, but with a large number of
MMs. This is mentioned since in the literature there is a description of a critical range that
generates instability on the slopes, which is between 30◦ and 40◦ [93,94], which is consistent
with what is described in Table 1, but differs from the weight of evidence generated by the
bivariate method.

The other contributing variables are (UGS) low-resistance shale rock (PD1) and quartz-
monzonite (JTR), (SGMF) very steep erosive slope and pressure loin, (land cover) rocky
outcrops and rounds of water bodies of urban areas, (temporary) loss of coverage, and
(morphometric) high rugosity. The variables that do not contribute are (UGS) the rock
of moderate sandstone resistance (K1) and the glacial transported soil (Qg), (SGMF) the
structural slope and the glacio-fluvial cones, (land cover) open shrub and dense grassland
with shrubs, (temporary) coverage gain, and (morphometric) low rugosity. From the
previous description, it is observed that all the attributes are consistent with the conditions
of instability of the surfaces, making an exception of the slope. The final susceptibility
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model presents a ROC equal to 0.822 that describes a very good goodness of fit. Performing
an analysis of the basins, it is observed that the W/B regions describe the best relationship
of the category against the number of MMs (evaluation in high category), followed by
the Rio Frio basin, on the contrary, the Tona River basin presents a low prediction in the
category of high susceptibility and its relationship with the MMs is low (Table 3).

Table 3. Correlation of the susceptibility model by the Bivariate method against the MM inventory
for each basin. Evaluation performed by number of pixels.

Basin
Susceptibility by MM Quantity of MM per Category

Low % Medium % High % Low % Medium % High %

Tona 637,558 50.8 441,655 35.2 174,785 13.9 423 13.0 1136 35.0 1684 51.9
Río Frio 3063 1.0 172,976 59.1 116,433 39.8 0 0.0 656 39.5 1005 60.5

Rio del Hato 1857 0.9 119,901 60.3 77,175 38.8 4 1.0 189 45.8 220 53.3
Rio de Oro 196,391 39.6 190,929 38.5 108,122 21.8 73 8.2 356 40.2 456 51.5

W/B 6957 2.1 128,350 38.3 199,664 59.6 0 0.0 544 11.4 4235 88.6

W/B: Region that does not have a basin expression.

Finally, the susceptibility model is made from the multivariate method created under
the LR algorithm. For this model, a total of 16 simulations were generated by modifying
the conditions of the dependent and covariate variables, the amount of data entered
into the model, and the shape of the data (normalized or in native format). For each
simulation performed, the behavior of Cox and Snell’s R2, Nagelkerke’s R2, the classification
percentage, and the results of the classification table as a function of Wald and Sigmoidal
were observed [81,82]. Due to the method of classification of the dependent and covariate
variables, which does not comply with the assumption of normality in the distribution
of the values, a nonparametric test was performed to observe the degree of correlation
that extends between the data. For this analysis, the data were evaluated by means of
the Spearman correlation to measure the relationship between the two groups from the
arrangement generated for each of the 16 simulations (Table 4).

Table 4. Spearman correlation of the variables taken for the mass movement susceptibility model
with the logistic regression (LR) method.

Correlation MM LAND TEM PEN RUG UGS

MM
Spearman correlation 1.000

Sig. (bilateral)
N 11,994

LAND
Spearman correlation −0.391 ** 1.000

Sig. (bilateral) 0.000
N 11,994 11,994

TEM
Spearman correlation −0.289 ** −0.046 ** 1.000

Sig. (bilateral) 0.000 0.000
N 11,994 11,994 11,994

PEN
Spearman correlation 0.056 ** −0.198 ** −0.316 ** 1.000

Sig. (bilateral) 0.000 0.000 0.000
N 11,994 11,994 11,994 11,994

RUG
Spearman correlation 0.107 ** −0.057 ** −0.176 ** 0.141 ** 1.000

Sig. (bilateral) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
N 11,994 11,994 11,994 11,994 11,994

UGS
Spearman correlation −0.108 ** 0.252 ** 0.041 ** −0.383 ** −0.150 ** 1.000

Sig. (bilateral) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
N 11,994 11,994 11,994 11,994 11,994 11,994

**. The correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (bilateral).

With each arrangement and its simulation, the one that obtained the best performance
in the degree of prediction was evaluated and taken, being the arrangement that presents
5 unnormalized variables, 3 of ordinal type (UGS, land cover, and temporary coverage),
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and 2 of scalar type (slope and rugosity), with values of Cox and Snell R2 equal to 0.240 and
the Nagelkerke R2 equal to 0.321, a classification percentage of 69.4%, Wald values greater
than zero and sigmoidal without the presence of values greater than 0.5, and data obtained
after the last correlation generated. This simulation, in its first Spearman correlation test,
showed that the SGMF variable did not present a good correlation since it obtained a result
of 0.03 below the standard (0.05), so it was not taken for the final simulation. From the
result of the present model, it is obtained that the high category of susceptibility presents an
area of 122.3 km2 (30.37%) of the total study area, and on this area, 257 MMs were grouped
with an affected area of 0.50 km2 (29%) of the total area of MMs. The medium category
of susceptibility presents an area of 146 km2 (36.28%), groups a total of 325 MMs with an
area of 0.69 km2 (40.32%) of the total area of MMs. Finally, the low category has an area of
134.2 km2 (33.34%), groups a total of 274 MMs with an affected area of 0.53 km2 (30.68%) of
the total area of MMs (Figure 9). The final susceptibility model has a ROC equal to 0.530,
which describes a good goodness of fit. With the present susceptibility model, an analysis
is carried out by hydrographic basins, from which it is observed that regions such as the
Tona and Río de Oro rivers basins describe the best relationship of the category against the
number of MMs (evaluation in high category), on the contrary, the Río Frio basin presents
a low prediction in the category of high susceptibility and its relationship with the MMs is
low (Table 5).
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Table 5. Correlation of the susceptibility model by the LR method against the MM inventory for each
basin. Evaluation performed by number of pixels.

Basin
Susceptibility by MM Quantity of MM per Category

Low % Medium % High % Low % Medium % High %

Tona 359,629 28.7 479,230 38.2 415,137 33.1 879 27.1 1240 38.2 1123 34.6
Río Frio 85,437 29.2 135,116 46.2 71,918 24.6 593 35.7 644 38.8 423 25.5

Rio del Hato 51,101 25.7 86,774 43.6 61,056 30.7 108 26.3 131 31.9 172 41.8
Rio de Oro 76,193 15.4 246,078 49.7 173,170 35.0 180 20.4 409 46.3 294 33.3

W/B 70,559 21.1 141,082 42.1 123,328 36.8 989 20.7 2612 54.7 1177 24.6

W/B: Region that does not have a basin expression.

With the results generated in each of the models proposed for the calculation of
susceptibility by mass movements over the study area, considerable contrasts are observed
in the prediction of spatial form. Based on the fact that the calculation is given by the
interaction of the variables or inherent conditions of the area with the points where ground
movements have been generated, in order to extrapolate these scenarios to regions where
no events have occurred but that may eventually be unstable in the future [71,94]. These
models describe different ways of relating these two conditions, as mentioned above, but
their result at the level of spatial analysis determines those sectors that are susceptible to
changes, but at a level of procedural control, such as vector construction, they differ from
each other. The final models of each method were subjected to their own tests given for each
algorithm and the program executed, thus ensuring the selection of the simulation that best
represents the relationship between the conditioning factors and the dependent variable;
however, each of the final models was given three tests to contract the effectiveness in
predicting the data. These three tests are part of the validation in which 50% of the mass
movements that were not entered in the initial calculation (creation of susceptibility model
for each proposed method) are taken as a basis. These movements were selected according
to the specifications described above. The purpose of the present validation was to observe
if the model really predicts on the regions that were not entered in the execution of the
algorithm. The first validation test was based on the ROC curve and its AUC. The second
test was based on comparing the agreement observed between each set of data obtained
between the test and the validation of each model, for this comparison the statistical
measure of Cohen’s kappa coefficient was taken. The third test consisted of the degree
of classification generated from a confusion matrix, and from this, the values of accuracy,
precision, recall, and harmonic mean (F1-score) were obtained. For the construction of
the confusion matrix, 100% MM (856 MMs) was taken, which was contrasted against the
classification of susceptibility represented in three categories for each model. For this
process, MM data and susceptibility categories are taken by areas represented in pixels
(Figure 10).

For the susceptibility model created under the ANN algorithm, AUC = 69.5% (test)
and AUC = 61.7% (validation), Kappa index (0.592—moderate), accuracy = 63.86%, preci-
sion = 0.67, recall = 0.89, and F1-score = 0.76 are described. In the model created under the
bivariate algorithm, values of AUC = 82.2% (test) and AUC = 76.9% (validation), Kappa
index (0.718—good), accuracy = 73.76%, precision = 0.77, recall = 0.93, and F1-score = 0.84
are described, and for the model generated by the RL algorithm values of AUC = 53.1%
(test) and AUC = 51.1% (validation), Kappa index (0.951—very good), accuracy = 59.68%,
precision = 0.47, recall = 0.78, and F1-score = 0.58 are described. With the construction of
the AUC curves for each method, the Kappa index and the analysis from the confusion
matrix and its results, it is observed that the calculation of susceptibility through a bivariate
statistical analysis presents a good performance in the prediction both at the level of the
calculation by each algorithm, and in the unstable regions that did not enter the model. An
important aspect to highlight is that all simulations were performed with 50% of the MMs,
which shows that the results present here have a high predictive power independent of
the method executed. On the other hand, it is clear to mention that, although the ANN
generates an estimate more consistent with this type of prediction models, the correlation
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of data by means of the bivariate method with weights of evidence simulated the points
not entered into the model (test) in a better way. This condition may be associated with the
cartographic construction of the variables, which, although these are according to the scale
of study, the quantity and differentiation can generate non-optimal trends for the ANN and
LR methods.
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Once the result of each model from the vector construction was seen, the calculation
performed by the bivariate method preserves the spatial relationship of both the mapped
events and the areas that have a low susceptibility to mass movements since these regions
have surfaces that have a slope <10◦ and UGS of the hard rocks type little weathered. In
general, from the considerations described above, a prediction and quality of the model
can be established regardless of the method used, with only 50% of the MM inventoried,
but with the clarification that the variables that are really affecting the study area and their
correct categorization must be adequately defined.

5. Discussion

The scenarios simulated from each method proposed to establish the degrees of sus-
ceptibility of a territory to the possibility of collapse of a surface show these conditions of
spatial distribution from the relationships between the inherent elements of the terrain and
their correlation with the instability events that have been triggered by some phenomenon
of internal or external type of the earth [9,10]. This is seen from a conception of temporal
space or hazard type since they are factors of great importance at the time of establishing a
territorial zoning that helps to delimit regions where natural and anthropic environments
are exposed and vulnerable. From this perspective, and only taken in account the first step
for the construction and analysis of a territorial zoning, the susceptibility to mass move-
ments as a spatial element describes those environments where land use planning at an
adequate scale will determine those potentially susceptible sites so that people as decision
makers and rulers of the day can have tools and basic inputs at the time of territorial
planning [95].

Within this context, a correct geoenvironmental characterization made from each
defined variable and its corresponding description by attributes that are integrated and
modeled by stochastic and statistical methods for this particular study is an important basis
for these structures of the territorial organization since it is described in a quantitative and
qualitative way within the cartography of an environment, regions with the possibility of
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instability. However, the construction of a susceptibility model depends to a large extent
on expert judgment and its scale of interpretation since the mathematical methods adopted
work based on the data entered and their corresponding correlation of the information.
However, a model can be viable and have the same degree of perdition if the geometry of
the study area is modified, where the same number of variables generated is correlated to
the established work scale. For this case, an exercise was carried out where the variables
previously constructed were taken but limited to the geometry of the basin and modeled by
means of the bivariate method. Subsequently, with this idea, a model of susceptibility by
mass movements was generated to observe the prediction behavior applying the conditions
described for the previous models but based on the area of the basin (4 basins) of the
study area, applying the bivariate method. This method was selected due to its good
development in the calculation of susceptibility in the previous chapter, added to its
versatility and correspondence between the independent or inherent variables and the
dependent. The procedure to perform this test is based on the considerations raised in
Section 3 and described in Section 4 for the construction of the inherent variables and the
dependent variable that were limited to the geometry of the river basin. For the dependent
variable, 50% of MMs was selected for the test and 50% MMs for validation in each basin.
This calculation was made to observe the behavior of the susceptibility model created
regionally and later contrasted with the model generated by the river basin. With the above,
the calculation of susceptibility and its subsequent correlation with the results obtained in
the study area was carried out (Figure 11).
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From the data obtained from this evaluation, the following observations are described:

1. The results obtained from the susceptibility calculation carried out in each basin have
a prediction greater than 70% (AUC curve) in the test phase. This demonstrates a good
development in the spatial prediction of regions with different susceptibility ranges.
As it is also appreciated that the AUC curves of the validation present a percentage
higher than 60%, indicating that the areas with the events that were not included in
the calculation of the test were classified correctly;

2. Within the calculation of susceptibility and taking into consideration the results
obtained from the AUC curves, a condition can be established in the construction
of the inherent variables, which should not necessarily be restricted to the geometry
of the hydrographic basin. Since, generally, susceptibility models are limited to this
geometry. From the analysis carried out in the present study, the regions of the model
can be expanded by duly safeguarding their limits in scale and level of interpretation.
This can be established if you have your own knowledge of the region evaluated and
experience in the field of study (expert criteria). As well, if variables such as geology,
geomorphology, and land cover, do not present a change of more than 20% in their
attributes over the areas that enter the calculation of the susceptibility model;

3. From the present study, it is also indicated that the hydrographic basins that have
a surface area less than 50 km2 do not generate an ideal model of susceptibility. In
these cases, it is convenient to make a model with a greater extension. But with the
dimension that must be considered with those described in the previous point and
the calculation must be performed with the algorithm of bivariate statistical analysis.

One of the most relevant conditions between the two approaches to the calculation of
susceptibility is the variation that occurs between the result of the categories between the
total area (regional model) and the evaluation by river basins. This variation is manifested
in the form of prediction of each of the categories that presents a high variability in its
distribution by extension (area), which is described in Table 6. On the one hand, areas
with a low susceptibility category are being underestimated, as shown in the Tona River
basin, since, in the calculation generated for the regional model, it presents a greater
extension in area. This condition is also evidenced in the average susceptibility of the Rio
Frio, Rio del Hato, and Rio de Oro rivers basins. On the other hand, it overestimates the
low susceptibility category in the Rio Frio and Rio del Hato rivers basins, which greatly
increases the areas of this category in these basins. In turn, the relationship of the spatial
distribution of the susceptibility categories in the model by basins tends to generate a
concentration and homogenization of the categories in certain areas, as evidenced southeast
of the Rio Frio basin, on the high susceptibility category (Figure 11). To understand this
aspect, it must be established that the construction of the variables for the model by basin
part of the cartography was carried out for the regional model and was simply limited
to the geometry of the basin. Therefore, although there is a variation in the size of the
area for the evaluation of the weights of evidence between the two models (regional and
by basin), the variability of the categories should not be so considerable. This aspect
is also evident in the central region of the Río de Oro basin, where it homogenizes the
present area to a single (low) category. As mentioned above, these aspects where variability,
overestimation and/or underestimation, concentration, and homogenization are generated
in the evaluation of the categorized regions of susceptibility must have an important control
from the point of view of the expert criterion since it can induce incorrect interpretations
about the model. In addition, a model can be very good as long as it is on the standards, but
its interpretation and implementation must be subject to regional conditions and experts
who have knowledge of the area evaluated and its geoenvironmental elements.
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Table 6. Variation of the susceptibility calculation by MM correlated with the results of the total area
(regional) and by basins.

Study Area Basin

Susceptibility Area (km2) % Area (km2) % Variation (%)

Low 99.62 50.84 84.92 43.34 −14.75
Tona River Medium 69.01 35.22 74.21 37.87 7.53

High 27.31 13.94 36.81 18.79 34.77
Total 195.94 195.94
Low 0.48 1.05 3.83 8.37 699.51

Río Frio River Medium 27.03 59.14 21.76 47.61 −19.50
High 18.19 39.81 20.12 44.02 10.57
Total 45.70 45.70
Low 0.29 0.93 7.40 23.79 2448.73

Río del Hato River Medium 18.73 60.27 12.90 41.49 −31.16
High 12.06 38.79 10.79 34.72 −10.51
Total 31.08 31.08
Low 30.69 39.64 34.57 44.66 12.67

Río de Oro River Medium 29.83 38.54 24.81 32.05 −16.85
High 16.89 21.82 18.03 23.29 6.74
Total 77.41 77.41

On the other hand, regarding the evaluation carried out of the susceptibility that has
been well-described as a spatial element of the inherent factors of the terrain, it can be
extended to a spatiotemporal or hazard level, where the triggering factors are included in
temporal terms. In this context, the study by Valencia Ortiz et al., [96] which was focused
on this region and evaluated the conditions of rainfall and seismic activity as triggers of the
MMs. For this study, a characterization of the rainfall was carried out, obtaining a threshold
of 53 mm for 24 h rainfall and 158 mm for accumulated rainfall of 15 previous days. These
thresholds have a high probability of being generated for the months of May and October
in a return period of 25 years. For seismic activity, the present study mentions that events
of magnitude ≥ 4 Mw may be generating unstable areas that are subsequently detonated
by rain in a combined action. From this, the descriptions made of susceptibility models that
are in a spatial function can be characterized spatiotemporally, where the regions valued
with a medium or high susceptibility would have a high probability of being detonated
with the aforementioned characteristics. Based on this, with the information described in
the study by Valencia Ortiz et al., [96], added to the evaluation carried out in this study
on the susceptibility by mass movements, there would be a more robust tool to support
policies and objectives within the risk management and urban planning of the study area
since the combination of these two aspects would indicate the areas susceptible to collapse
and their triggering factor in terms of temporal probability; in turn, it can be an input for
the design of emergency plans and early warnings, added to an environmental diagnosis
on the conditions of the surfaces.

6. Conclusions

With the methods proposed to determine the categories (low, medium, and high) of
susceptibility by mass movements, it was observed that the bivariate statistical analysis
algorithm presents the best performance in the spatial prediction of instability events.
This algorithm reached a degree of measurement prediction of the ROC curve and its
AUC = 82.2% (test) and AUC = 76.9% (validation), grouping a total of 591 MM of the
856 MM in the high category (69%). In turn, it is described that the basins of the Rio Frio
and Rio del Hato present the highest percentages of susceptibility in the high category
evaluated with the bivariate method. This result was obtained from the correlation of
the variables of the surface geological unit (UGS—geology), geomorphological subunit
(SGMF—morphogenesis), slope, rugosity, land cover, and temporal cover (1990–2019)
against the inventory of mass movements. These results were achieved with a model that
takes 50% of the MMs to generate the test and 50% of the MMs for validation, and its
construction was carried out by taking the MMs randomly and with a total distribution in
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an equivalent area. On the other hand, from a second susceptibility model generated by the
bivariate statistical calculation on each river basin, it was obtained that this presents a high
degree of variability with respect to the regional model, being the regional model the one
that best describes the prediction of the categories of susceptibility by MM. The calculation
made by river basins for the present study tends to generate variability, overestimation
and/or underestimation, concentration, and homogenization of susceptibility categories
in certain areas. This behavior is due to the shape of the variable and its construction
of the attributes since if the interpretation scale for both models is considered (1:25,000),
some attributes have very large surfaces that generalize the regions and skew the values or
weights assigned. In order not to make a generalization of the results, which leads to an
incorrect interpretation of the generated model, from the present study, it is established
that at a level of analysis 1:25,000, hydrographic basins that present an extension of less
than 50 km2 should be evaluated by increasing their study area. This extension in the
area is feasible if it is taken into consideration that the variables within the study area do
not present changes greater than 20% in the number of attributes evaluated, added to a
knowledge of the region. The latter is conditioned to a model generated by the bivariate
statistical analysis method since the evaluation with other methods is subject to the results
and their degree of prediction.
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